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In the country 12 carboniferous zones has been defined.

GENERALITIES

ASPECTS

• Theme of legislation
• Mining Headlines
• Knowledge of the potential
• State Policies for Resource Management
Difficulties of social order during the development of geoscientific activities in Colombia

* Civil resistance

* Rejection of ethnic communities

* Public order problems
Civil Resistance social and environmental movements

• The activity of research and exploration of mineral resources is stigmatized

• It is associated with the study of hydrocarbons, fracking, seismic, and mining

• Geology = Mining
• Perforations = fracking

• The above is interpreted as damage to the water resource and therefore to the deterioration in the quality of life of the inhabitants.
Civil Resistance social and environmental movements
Civil Resistance social and environmental movements

Social Networks  Reality

Indignación por exploraciones sísmicas en Jenesano
Civil Resistance social and environmental movements
Ethnic Communities

- Indigenous people
- Black Communities

Rejection to the development of activities that are not contemplated in their ways of life.
Problems of public order Presence of armed groups outside the law

- Guerrilla
- Paramilitaries
- Organized crime
None of the geoscientific knowledge research and generation activities of the country being carried out by the Colombian Geological Service, which is a science and technology entity, can in any way attempt against the protection of natural resources and the environmental sustainability of any region from the country.
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